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Captioner:  This is Angie, I am dialing in now.  
Or getting on zoom, I should say.  

Sounds like the meeting hasn't yet started.  


Good afternoon  I see people are starting to join the Webinar.  We will probably get settled.  Thank you for being here today  We will give people a few more minutes to log in, and I will be able to check e‑mails and make sure nobody is having terrible problems.  
I am putting in the chat box a link to the captioning if anyone needs that.  You can just click on that link and you can see the captions for today's Webinar  
I see some more people are joining, so that's good.  
If you chat in the chat box, make sure that blue menu shows all the list of attendees so you can see where everybody is attending from  I am in Memphis, Tennessee today.  
So this is Rebecca today, I am the knowledge associate for think college.  I am happy to introduce today's Webinar on how to view and use a new training series for mentors.  We are very excited about this.  It is presented by Megan, an academic support.  She will tell you more about herself, but she is getting ready to graduate from Virginia Commonwealth University  
I am glad everybody is here today.  I will again paste in the chat box the link for captioning in case you just joined.  Today's Webinar is being live captioned, so you just need to click on that URL and you will be able to get it  

For anyone who wants it, the PowerPoint presentation is available on our Website now just go to the Webinar page and click on it now.  I know some people like to follow along.  
If you do that, please know that the videos Megan will show are not imbedded in that PowerPoint, otherwise you should be in good shape.  
Throughout the Webinar if you have questions that you just cannot wait to ask, please feel free to ask them but know we have also built in some time at the end of the Webinar for Megan or anyone else to answer some questions.  
Megan, I think you can go to the next slide if you don't mind.  For anyone new to using zoom, here are a couple of tips.  Just so you know, as participants you are automatically muted and not on camera.  There should be a black bar on top or bottom of your page that has any controls  I think you can select chat, you can raise your hands or ‑‑ yes, Eleanor, the recording will be available.  I will post it on our Website within a couple of days.  

So if it is not lard showing on your zoom page, just hover your cursor at the bottom or top of the screen to get this bar and it will tell you that you can join the chat and that kind of thing  
If you have comments or questions throughout the presentation, go to the chat box and make sure the blue pull down menu says all panelists and attendees.  I know it is little, but that's what this picture shows.  And again, there is the link to see the captioning.  

So I think I will turn it over to Megan.  

My name is Megan, as Rebecca said, and I am an academic support at Virginia commonwealth University.  My major is actually painting and print making and I'm an English minor.  I am graduating in May.  I am a super senior, because at one point I was double major.  I later learned that I didn't want to teach K 12, but my interest in higher level education was one of the things that actually brought me here  So I had been teaching assistant for my peers in a college English class, and I really enjoyed it.  And before coming here, I did have some experience working with people who have ID, but mostly I had worked with children and not people of my own age, so I was really interested in supporting my peers at the college level.  
So I started working as an academic support when I was a junior, and that puts me at my second year as an academic support here at I have worked with eight different students over four different semesters.  
Before I get into more detail about the logistics about what I do week to week with my peers I support, I thought I would turn it over to Seth who can talk more about our program.  
And while we're transitioning, I do want to find out, I think it is helpful for our presenters as well, if you can weigh in and select a term that best describes who you are and who is here today, then that would be great  Sorry to interrupt.  

We will leave this up for a minute and see who here.  

It looks like mostly ‑‑ oh, it is spread out.  We have some higher Ed staff, we have some organization or association staff, family members, advocates, students.  

I am Seb from Virginia commonwealth University  And I work with the VCU college program.  As a faculty liaison and academic advisor for student, I also train and work with our academic supports.  And before Megan shares more video resources, I wanted to give more context on college program and our rationale for using peer support, and the different types of peer support used  
So the college program is an inclusive two‑year comprehensive training program supported by Virginia's department of education and vocational rehabilitation, which we call DARs here in Virginia.  It culminates from the VCU school of education, and you can see on this slide a picture of recent graduating class and the VCU school of education Dean there with them.  So the students have access to all campus facilities and inclusive college classes, but the program's central focus is really on employment training and employment after the program has ended  And then through these employment experiences through paid jobs on campus in each of their first three semesters and community internship in final semester, as well as constant feedback from employers and employment support specialists, the students really develop these workplace readiness skills as identified by employers across Virginia.  And so whether in classes or jobs or internships, students really have a choice from a variety of opportunities to develop a pathway to accomplishing the career goals that they have coming in.  And often those career goals may shift just like it does for a lot of students.  

So in work environments students receive support from trained support specialists, either with experiences with employment services organizations or relevant graduate experiences  And in addition to job development and serving as liaisons between the program and vocational rehabilitation in Virginia, employment specialists really provide a lot of direct support.  So they're helping students learn new tasks and ultimately fade into independence in each of the jobs they have.  But there is a whole lot more they do.  For example, they will review employer feedback.  Employers take evaluations and give employee feedback twice a semester.  They use that feedback to co create some work goals and then assist in a development of wide array of 20th century work skills.  The employment support specialists also create summer learning opportunities with local employers.  For example, last year it was a full day with the federal reserve bank of Richmond where students had a chance to do mock interviews and have their resumes reviewed.  So while some programs use peer support or natural support as job coaches, really VCU and colleges depend on those natural peer support and academic support of the college experience.  

Supports in VCU and academic are considered natural because they're provided by students who are enrolled in VCU who, if they weren't providing supports, they would still part in the college environment, unlike parents or professionals who would be on counsel to specifically provide some support.  
So to increase the congruence between the post secondary Ed student and the demands of college environment, we found that some degree of support is useful for full participation.  So really the structure would be quite impossible without VCU students serving as support.  By the way, just to comment on terminology, I am using the support but peers in analogous positions on other campus may be called coaches, partners, and despite those naming differences I think the individuals really fulfill similar roles across programs.  

The benefits have long been noted in secondary environments, so peer support in some secondary academic contexts really predictive of positive post school educational outcomes, including post secondary education and training.  And also meaningful and public interactions with students with our without mental disabilities increase attitudes on those relationships across abilities.  
They benefit from peer interaction and get help supporting and making decision and help and strengthen social relationships.  The supports, such as Megan, also gain friends.  And this is a role that requires a careful and complex balance between being a support and being a friend.  
So we have two different supports, and I will refer to them as peer supports and academic supports.  And to avoid confusion, both of these supports are peers who are enrolled in degree seeking programs at VCU, but a lot of the similarities kind of stop there  Peer supports often supports to help with social activities to they become more imbedded in the campus community.  They help them find those activities, and then provide support during those activities such as clubs or meals or guest lectures on campus and volunteer opportunities  And in some cases they may provide some sort of supplemental academic support where needed  This group is often recruited from honors groups and community engagement groups as well as academic courses.  And some peers receive hours towards service learning and other co curricular assignments.  They're trained once prior to their participation, and that's really the only training that they receive to be peer supports.  
Some peer supports may ultimately apply to be academic supports.  And academic supports like Megan facilitate academic participation in and out of the classroom.  They become paid employees of V‑C‑U's rehabilitation training and research center, which is the parent center of the surround systems and innovations.  They receive continuous training one to two times each semester.  These supports meet with students more consistently and more frequently, and in many cases students develop some of their closest peer relationships with academic supports.  
In fact, we just had new students and their families who are going to be coming in the fall of this year come to campus earlier this week.  And one current student was talking to those families and students and she said all of my Ed coaches and job coaches are fab because they have changed my life and they have given me a different perspective on how I view myself.  So it kind of speaks to the relationships they build.  But really it is through these shared experiences that students and academic supports develop a strong relationship.  And like you sort of see with that student's comments, it is really built on trust, honesty and candor.  I think a will the of times the student support, academic support, really demands the best efforts of one another.  

So academic supports learn each student's strengths and then develop or implement strategies that can amplify those strengths.  So students have thoughts and opinions just like all the other students that they want to contribute, but sometimes the academic support will help in organizing the ideas and prioritizing tasks and assisting the student and their communication with professors and classmates  
Some strategies involve the implementation of assistive technology, others may be creating an academic routine for study sessions and work outside of class.  Others may be as simple as modelling behaviors and discussing characteristics that are associated with academic outcomes.  

No support using all the available tools in their tool box for all the students all the time.  You know, they really help out in areas where a need has been identified, and then they are constantly revising those strategies as the student's support needs change.  So for the program, academic supports also provide case reports via survey monkey on each student's progress.  And they support students in communicating the content of any given class and the assignments for that class through Blackboard or Google docks, Google calendars and to‑do lists so that others such as peer supports or parents can provide additional academic support where needed  

But academic supports really seek advice from our staff and one another about how to best support any given student for any given class, but the reality is that academic supports serve as almost pseudo independent or independent agents in really recognizing the need that students have and implementing some strategies that fits those needs.  That's why it is so necessary to make sure that the academic supports are aware of a host of strategies that can support students executive functioning, attention, behavior, and then really the ability to locate and access relevant information for the course and also relevant information about receiving additional support on campus.  Whether that be the writing center or other tutorial options.  


And that's why I am so excited for Megan's training series for peer supports, because these videos really build understanding and capacity for more effective collaboration between supports and students.  And with that, I would like to turn the presentation over to Megan who really in every possible aspect has been a cherished member of the team and has been a model academic support.  

Megan:  Oh, thank you.  
So just to backtrack a little bit, he did talk about our role as academic supports.  Basically what I do is I attend every class with my peers with the goal of maybe being that support, where eventually it may not be needed.  I worked with eight different students over four different academic semesters  Some of those students I have actually worked with more than once, and so far there has been one student with whom I have been able to fade in class support.  And I didn't need to attend all the class sessions with him.  And then for my other peers I have worked with, I have attended all classes with them but in many cases they're really independent during class.  So the way I support them varies depending on what their specific needs are  So we go to class with each student and then we also hold those study and homework sessions outside of class.  So this could be one or two sessions a week depending on the schedule.  They could be anywhere from 30 minutes long to an hour or an hour and 15 minutes just depending on how that class scheduled and what our schedules look like.  

And how we handle those sessions and what we really do just depends on what those student needs are and what the class requirements are, what is in the syllabus for that week or et cetera.  My time as a mentor has been incredibly fun and rewarding and I have made a lot of friends, but like he said we are kind of independent agents.  So there is a lot to learn, and it is something that you really have to learn as you go.  I met with another academic support earlier this semester and I think she was really relieved to hear me say that it takes a couple of weeks of working with the student to really get to know and try out a lot of different things to see what works specifically for them.  So I think that was comforting to her, but that is kind of the reason that I am sharing my strategies via these videos is to provide a tool, a way for other academic supports to learn about the strategies that I found helpful and get insight on the different ways that they can work with their own peers, or different things they can try doing with their peers.  

So just to give you a little bit of background information about how we came about starting these videos.  So I presented at the Maryland capacity building institute for higher education summit back in August with September and another student where I detailed specific strategies that I use as an academic peer support so that the people at that conference could get an idea of the kinds of things that I do from week to week.  And then think college reached out to me about making these resource videos for other peer supports around the country to consult.  And part of what made me equipped to try doing this was I do have background in arts, so I am able to use audio recording technology and visual graphics programs to make videos and try to figure out engaging ways to present this information.  

So like I said, the point of the videos is the fact that academic supports at different schools, it does depend on the program that you're in like what school you go to, but they're likely to be coming from all different kinds of majors.  So that's the way it has been here at VCU.  We have students here who are academic supports who are science majors, but then there is me and I'm an art major.  And there are always new people cycling in and out, students who are graduating, new students starting, and there is a good chance that a lot of the people coming in who want to be peer mentors or academic supports might not have that much experience working with peers who have ID.  They might be amazing students on their own, they might have really great strategies for handling their schoolwork, but they may not come in with a lot of strategies for how they can best support their classmates with ID.  
And if you haven't worked with people who have the disability, it is a learning process for how you can best support them.  So that's why we have these videos.  They're a training tool, they're a resource that offers strategies for academic peer supports to try and use with the students that they work with.  

And they were nice enough to give two of these videos a test run, so to speak, by including them in the spring training that was sent out to all the academic supports here at V‑C‑U.  So we got a chance to get some feedback from current peer supports to see if these videos are actually helpful or not.  And then there was a survey sent out after the training that asked people what they found to be the most helpful thing that they had taken away from the videos.  And a lot of the feedback makes more sense when we actually talk about what's in the video, but I was really motivated by the fact that each respondent talked about some very specific strategies that I had mentioned in those videos that they wanted to try out with the students they were working with.  I will talk about one specific comment that we got here that I really liked.  It was one of the academic mentors mentioned that they appreciated the language that I used throughout the videos.  One thing that you'll notice throughout the videos when eventually we get to them, is the way that I talk about the students that I work with.  So I often refer to as collectively as, you know, peers supporting peers.  And I don't say things like my student or your student.  I will say your student peers or I will say the student that you work with.  But I will interchange that with the words my peers throughout the video.  I was excited to see that somebody was responding to the rhetoric that I was showing in the video and thinking about the way they approached their position as a whole.  

So the rest of the feedback like I said hinges kind of on specifically what is shown in the videos, so I will wait to share that feedback but I will read this quote.  

So one participant said I greatly appreciated her language when speaking about herself and her interactions with students that she works with by not exclusively or consistently segmenting herself and the individual she was working with as an Ed coach and student, but referencing them collectively as peers supporting a peer.  This is a shift I'd like to incorporate into my own language and understanding of my role  

So because the rest of the feedback kind of hinges on the content of the video, I will get to the videos themselves.  So each video that I have shared with think college so far has catered to kind of a different topic or different strategy.  And what I hope is that eventually when there are more of these videos, there will be something that academic supports who are referencing them can pick up and choose what they want to watch based on strategies that they already use, and strategies that they feel they could learn more about.  

So this first video is called supporting students with intellectual disabilities, what we do and why we do it.  And it is kind of what it sounds like.  It is really an over view of what being an academic support means.  And it talks about the values behind the academic support position and behind inclusive higher education in general.  And in this video I also outline the ways in which a peer mentor or academic support might be supporting students differently based on the university that you go to, because every university has a different structure for how they support students.  But the first video is really intended for supports that are new to the position.  It is like an introductory training video that lays out the components of the video of being a peer support and lays out the values behind the position, and I will say now this video is made from my point of view which means that it is from the experience of someone at my specific university working, but I would like to use language that caters to the fact that they might be coming from several different universities and acknowledge the different components of that position and how those components might change depending on the university that you go to  

So after the introduction of this video, the part again is that discussion of values, why inclusive higher education is important, and the kinds of values that one should have as a peer support.  And then from there it breaks down into giving a more specific listing and discussion of the different components of what an academic support might do.  And actually for that I pulled from the break down of academic support roles that my supervisor has provided when talking about it.  We have organizational skills, study skills, test‑taking, time management, campus access and classroom conduct.  That's kind of how they break down the roles that an academic support plays  And I see these as a pretty well rounded way to organize the roles that an academic support has.  So what I do in that video is I provide those categories and then I go down the list and break each of those categories down a little bit further, provide a description and example of what each of those categories might actually entail for an academic support  And then after going through these different categories and describing in more detail how an academic support or peer mentor might be supporting students in these different ways, I return then to a discussion of values.  But specifically I talk about the long term importance of what we're doing.  I actually emphasize in the video how the strategies that we work on in classes can be used by our peers outside of class in their daily lives and in their future occupations.  Because I think it is really important for academic supports to realize the long term impact of what they're doing, and understand what their investment and supportive role can really mean for their peers.  

And then towards the end of the video I also address the fact that the role of an academic support can be a challenging thing.  And sometimes finding those right strategies for each person takes time.  And then I talk about the qualities that I think is important for a coach to have, so I list my top three qualities or my top qualities I think an Ed coach should have.  I think they should have perceptiveness, flexibility, and I think they should have responsiveness.  I think all of those qualities are really key for academic supports who are working with classmates  
And then at the end of the video what I do is share several links that viewers can consult.  Most of these are actually teaching resources that provide different teaching strategies for student who is have intellectual disables, but then I also emphasize that peer supports are different because we are not teachers, we are peers.  But I do think that these resources could be helpful because in the event that we're acting as tutors or providing other forms of academic support specifically, I explain in this video that the resources that I have linked can help to provide an understanding of different ways that people learn and different ways people communicate.  And these things can be important to know as background information when you're coming in as an academic support.  

So I think now I finally get to show the excerpt of that first video.  

You may have to turn up the volume.  I want to preface that.  This it is segment of the video where I am talking about the long term importance of what academic supports do.  

VIDEO:  The position of an education coach or peer mentor is not just going to help your student peers get through a particular class to learn the course material and achieve a passing grade.  It is a lot more than that.  As a support, the strategies you introduce as your peers can be habits they build and apply to other areas of life.  For example, improving problem solving skills when tackling challenges in a class can help a person develop problem solving skills they will then use in their experiences outside of class.  As an education coach I want to help them with organizing strategies, time management strategies, reading strategies and many more habits they can move out to the world as independent adults working in their field of interest  

All right.  There we go.  

So that was just a short excerpt from the first video.  Again, all of those videos are on the think college Website now, so if you want to watch the full thing you can go on the Website and do that.  I think it is about 15 minutes long in total.  But then I will move on to the second video  This one is called task analysis and academic mentoring, strategies and tips for breaking things down  
And so as the title suggests, it focuses on task analysis which obviously is the process of breaking tasks down into manageable steps.  And the video talks specifically about some of the ways that I have used task analysis with students that I have worked with.  And the reason that I chose to make a video that focuses solely on task analysis is because I realized that I was using it to some extent with every one of my peers that I worked with  And I realized that I was using it in so many different ways to support my peers and help them really work independently.  And I think that oftentimes task analysis is really a core part of the role of an academic support, but the way that task analysis is often introduced in education classes, it is introduced as a strategy in a way that I feel is a narrow way of thinking about it.  So I hope that this video provides an expanded understanding of what task analysis can be and what task analysis can look like.  

So the video starts by introducing task analysis as a concept.  Then it gives an example of actually tasks broken down into task analysis, but then it lists just how detailed those steps could get for that example.  So that example then shows the ways that tasks can often be broken down a lot more than we as coaches might initially think.  And then in the video I emphasize that every person is going to have different needs for just how specific you need your steps, what instructions for them to be.  Once you're breaking instructions down, one might ask them to be broken down into eight steps, where as another student might want the same task in a list of four step by step instructions.  
Then in the video what I do next is go through a series of examples of specific ways that I have used task analysis with students.  So I give two specific examples.  The first one is how I have used task analysis to help students with flash card studying outside of class and outside of coaching time.  And then the second example is how I have used this to help students with their reading strategies outside of coaching.  
So the clip I will show is one of those examples  

VIDEO:   
First I will share with you how task analysis has benefitted a common study technique, flash cards  When I started coaching I noticed that flash cards were a very popular strategy that many students in my program had been using since high school.  In working with a couple students I noted, however, that how they studied flash cards to be made more beneficial.  By using task analysis, I worked with the peers that I coached to build a different kind of flash card studying habit  When studying flash cards, students should go through the following steps.  One, read the term.  Two, quiz yourself, do you know what the term means?  
Three, if you don't know, read the back of the card.  
Four, repeat the definition to yourself.  
Five, try again.  Flip the card to front and quiz yourself  Do you remember what the term means?  

Six, flip the card back to the definition and see if you got it right.  
I find often that students will read the front of a flash card not know it, read the definition on the other side, and then move on without taking that essential step of quizzing themselves again to try and recall that definition.  
So I work on this step by step strategy with them to build a stronger way of studying flash cards.  

All right.  
So I finish off that video by providing some tips that academic supports can use when applies task analysis strategies.  So some of those tips that I advise people to do are using pictures when they're showing tasks to students, reinforcing those tasks and those steps regularly, and also at the end I address ways that students can try and keep those lists of steps and tasks from getting overwhelming.  Because when you see a list of steps, sometimes that in itself can be pretty overwhelming for their students.  So I give some advice on how to handle those things.  I also mention that later videos talk about how those task analysis strategies are going to have to be adopted for individual needs too.  So I had to adjust that flash card strategy for one particular student that I worked for or worked with and I discuss that a little bit in this third video.  

So it is adapted to individual student needs, a case study.  Now, all of the videos that I have provided so far place an emphasis on how important it is for academic supports to be perceptive to what individual student's needs are and to be flexible in how they approach working with their peers.  
But the third video is a demonstration of why that perceptiveness and why that flexibility is necessary.  So what this third video is, is a briefcase study of sorts in which I compare my experience working with three different students who had very different needs  
So the first anecdote that I present in this video is one where I was working with a student who needed a lot of support with organization.  So I go through the different organizational strategies that we use  You have your basic schedule, alarm reminders, to‑do list and where we kept that to‑do list.  And then also with one strategy that I present using with this peer was creating alternative plans of action in case things go wrong in terms of if something with technology doesn't work if the student was home, or the schedule changed or something like that.  
So you will see in this picture down here in the bottom corner, that is a screen shot of that video in that moment where I was talking about those different plans of action that we used in case things actually went wrong for the student  

And then the second anecdote I present is one in which a student who was actually super organized, she needed more support with strategies for class engagement.  So with this particular student, I discussed particular methods that I used with her which include strategies like having the professor send us the class discussion questions in advance so that she could write out her answers ahead of time.  And another strategy that I presented with this student was using checklists where we could do so for class engagement.  
And then the third anecdote I present in this video describes my experience, working with one of my peers who needed more support in terms of reading and writing.  So in that video I talk about strategies that we came up with for handling those reading and writing assignments in class.  And I will just say, this student actually was taking a 400 level class, which is a really, really high level class here at VCU.  And we found ways to make it work for him  And I think that he really got a lot out of class and that was really rewarding for both of us.  So the strategies I talk about using with this student are text to speech apps for doing readings, using voice memos on his phone as an alternative form of note taking throughout the reading process, and then voice memos for him when he was making his discussion board posts online  

So this particular video actually got a lot of response from the other academic supports that watched it, because it does present many diverse strategies for patients with different needs.  Specifically one of the academic supports talked about trying to make multiple plans of actions with one of their peers.  Another one spoke of setting up organizational plans with a student who got ahead on the syllabus  Another academic support said they would try making checklists for two different peers they worked with.  So all of these ideas that supports took away came from the same video which shows how it can be helpful for people with a wide range of experiences.  

This student was also required to write a reflection every week to post to the classes online discussion forum.  It was important for this student to be able to find a way to capture his own original thoughts, and to do so independently.  So we built strategies to enable him to do so  The first component of being able to reflect on an assignment reading for class often involves taking notes to look back at.  We created an alternative strategy for the student to take notes on his readings.  Instead of writing notes down or highlighting certain parts of the text, this student used his voice memo app on his phone to record verbal notes  After each paragraph that was read aloud to him by his computer, this student paused and made a voice recording in which he summarized his understanding of that part of the text.  

To complete his reflection assignment, this student would listen over his notes about the reading and then create a new recording in which he summarized his thoughts  If he used the notes app on his phone, the phone would record his speech as text.  Sometimes he used the voice memo app instead of notes app, and instead of having his phone transcribe his speech as he spoke, he brought in a recording to our sessions and I transcribed his words with him.  This strategy allowed the student to get his ideas down outside of class and post his thoughts to the weekly discussion board.  

Okay.  So that video was my anecdote on working that third student who needed support with reading and writing and the strategies we used to help him out  

The fourth video that I contributed for this series is called writing paper, tips and tricks for working with students.  It is very much what it sounds like.  It focuses on strategies for supporting students as they write papers for their classes.  A lot of the time this could be reflection papers, it could be comments on readings assigned for class.  Students might have to write research papers or blog posts, or it could be any other written assignment they have for class.  
So in this particular video I talk about the ways that supporting a student in their writing process is really going to vary depending on the structure of the school you go to, and what other writing support resources are on campus.  
So for example, Seb mentioned that here we have a writing center.  So I might support a student for getting set up for that writing process, but they might go to the writing center to get the bulk of their writing done with the different support, somebody who works at the writing center.  But again, it will vary depending on the school you're at.  But to some extent I think all academic supports do support students with writing in some way.  

So a quick over view of the strategies that I address in this video, the first one focuses on really breaking that writing prompt down and putting it into language that is familiar to the student and language that makes sense to the student.  I have noticed that sometimes writing problems that professors might give just use language that maybe students aren't familiar with, so may might not be sure of what the prompt is asking.  And then that first step also includes breaking down a multi part prompt into a list of steps.  So sometimes professors might ask, like, five questions in one prompt.  And so what we need to do with our peers is to break that down so they can focus on each of those questions one at a time.  
And then the second strategy I share in that video is kind of your basic brainstorming process, but with think talk about the ways that a peer support can help to serve as a brainstorming facilitator.  And this includes returning to the class material, formulating questions about specific parts of it.  So that part of the video I talk about specifically facilitating brainstorming.  

Then the next part of the video discusses ways that supports can help their peers get their thoughts down in writing.  So once they have that brainstorming done, how they actually write out what they are thinking and what they want to say.  And I talk about how those methods will change depending on what the student's preferences are  
The next session of the video goes into more detail about going through the writing process with someone who is not as comfortable with someone in reading and writing, and how they can use recording technology, speech to text transition so they complete their papers and finish their reflection assignments for class.  
And then I address at the end of the video, I talk about the final components that academic supports might handle with their peers.  I don't know, those final edits, introducing editing tools for students to use.  And then at the end of the video I provide a summarized list of those strategies.  

So here is a quick excerpt of that video.  It is probably going to do the thing where it starts playing again before I go to the next slide, but that's okay.  

VIDEO:  Because the writing process is different for every one, I will be going over a few of the experiences I have had working on writing assignments with my peers, and some ideas we have used to see their ideas to fruition.  
When it comes to answering a writing prompt, the first thing I like to do is break the writing prompt down.  It is sort of a task analysis way of handling the prompt itself  We break apart the session, or each part of what the question is asking.  We separate the parts of the prompt into a numbered list.  Often we will look up words that the student is unfamiliar with and rephrase the prompt into language that is a little bit more readily understandable for them.  These are the preliminary steps to a writing assignment.  To address the prompt itself, and make that students know what it is asking in their own terms.  

Okay.  
So I just went through the four videos I started for think college and a little bit about what is included in those videos, you saw samples  
I would like to share a little bit on how those strategies that I shared has impacted the learning of my peers that I work with and how they have impacted me.  So each strategy that I have highlighted comes from those personal experiences.  And one of the most rewarding things as a support is seeing how my classmates respond the moment when a strategy clicks for them.  And then they start feeling this really strong sense of accomplishment.  So I worked with a peer last semester who started out the semester not really that confident about what he had to say  And by the end of the semester he had a group presentation he had to do, but he was extremely nervous.  He didn't feel confident standing up in front of the class and sharing his ideas.  And this is actually such a recent experience, that I haven't even mentioned it in these videos yet since I scripted them last fall, but for the student we ended up taking that idea of the audio recording and we use an audio recording of what he wanted to say for his presentation  And he would follow along that audio recording, he played it up in front of the class and would follow along with it and just change his slides as the audio recording played.  So he was so pumped after he finished that presentation and all it took was that one adaptation, that one strategy to completely change his experience, help him feel confident.  

Another student I worked with last semester is that she didn't feel confident participating in class as well, but because we developed the strategy of getting those discussion questions from the professor in advance, that's one of the things I mentioned in that third video, and because we developed the strategy where she wrote out her comments ahead of time.  And because she had a daily participation goal, all of those things led her to feeling really accomplished after each class because she got a chance to share her thoughts and she felt comfortable doing that.  So that's one example as well of how those strategies I have talked about in the video have been really beneficial for students in real life.  
And I know now as an academic support these videos focused solely on academics, but as Seb discussed with our program, we do have both academic supports and peer supports, but supporting students in social situation is also really a core part of what academic supports do as well.  Because we're the ones who are in the classroom interacting with our peers.  And the students that we work with often have group projects, they have class discussions, they have collaborative class activities.  And we can be really helpful in navigating them because we are in the classroom with them.  

So the ways that I supported my classmates in social situations, although again they're not something that I have addressed in this video resource that I have introduced at this point, they things that could be addressed in videos in the future.  And I do have antic dotes about ways I have supported my peers.  

So one particular day sticks out in my mind.  I was working with one of my peers who needed a little more guidance with conversation, he often relies on prompts to engage with people.  And so we had to go to a volunteer fair that day and have conversations with people at different tables.  So what we did was we wrote out a list of questions for him to ask in advance, and then he could read off those questions.  And this gave him the structure that he needed to initiate conversations with every one else so that they would be talking to him and they wouldn't be talking to me.  

So what these strategies did was give him a way to lead conversations himself  Other students who have had group projects have requested different forms of support when navigating those group situations  And this depends on how comfortable think feel.  One of my peers felt very self conscious about his reading abilities, and since the academic support at VCU, when it comes to group projects it can be limited based on our support hours.  We can't always go to students group meetings with them, and because of that the student was nervous about transitioning to working with his group members on his own without an academic support there.  So what I did was I worked with him to reach out to the peer in his group that was kind of like the leader of the group, and by him building up his comfort and relationship with that one particular supportive classmate, he could go in feeling like he had back up if he needed it during those meetings.  And he had more of a support just in his group alone that he felt comfortable being there without an academic support  
Other students might feel really comfortable around their group members, but academic supports might support them in collaborative environments by just reminding them to self advocate and ask questions if they are confused.  Or there has also been situations in which students might need to be reminded before or after a group meeting to make sure that they stay on track at that meeting.  It is really exciting being with a bunch of classmates for a group project, but sometimes they might need a bit of a reminder before or after class to not get too distracted by those side conversations, by sharing stories because you are there to get work done.  So sometimes an academic support can be helpful for providing reminders to our peers.  
So that's just a little bit of how I have been involved socially with my classmates and the classes I have supported them in.  Hopefully there might be videos made on that subject in the future, but speaking about the future of academic support videos, I started this video series after think college asked me to do so.  But a large part of it being hosted on this national platform is the idea that there are academic peer supports working in colleges around the country who probably have really great strategies to share as well.  So the platform is intended for others to share their strategies and experiences as supports.  And because I have spent time figuring out the technical components on making videos, I do want to make my insight on the technological platforms I used available to anyone.  
So if there is anyone that has the desire to make a strategy sharing video to be hosted on this platform, but doesn't know where to start in terms of reporting technology and making a video that has that audio and text and images, there will be a guide available in the next couple of days on the think college Website where I have detailed how I went about making my videos, and where I propose some alternative video making methods depending on what programs available to you.  
So if anyone is interested in that and has trouble finding it eventually once it is posted in the next couple of days, you could reach out the think college and I'm sure they would be happy to show you where that is, but in terms of future academic support videos, we also want to know what other subjects and strategies for academic peer supports other people would be interested in seeing addressed in the future.  
So I think Rebecca just put a poll up here where we have these different categories that are all fair game, possibilities for support videos that people could develop.  So if you have ‑‑ I think you can vote for more than one, is that right?  

Yes, you can vote more than one  And by voting it doesn't mean you're offering to make a video.  Just feel free to weigh in on topics that you think would be of interest and we may be able to make those available in the future.  

It look like there are four votes right now, but the most votes are for asking questions an self advocacy.  I will weigh in on this because it is something that I have found I will ask my classmates, do you know what this word means?  They'll say no.  And I'll say, okay, that is an instance where you should ask what that means.  So that is a strategy I talked to my peers about, and I have used a task analysis strategy with reading where it asks them to identify things they don't know.  So that is a form of self advocacy as well.  

Also, leading this poll is social support, interactions with peers and professors.  
Okay.  I will close the poll unless anyone wants to dive in there to say what your preference is.  
Boom.  
So the one that got the most votes were asking questions, self advocacy and social support, interacting with peers and professors.  

And I know there are a lot of guides out there already about accessibility and tools, that only got one vote maybe because there are resources out there already for that, but maybe where we're seeing some gaps is how to support students with that self advocacy and with that social support too.  
So other than that poll, I think we kind of asked people what they were interested in.  And for me that is basically it.  Judging just from testing these videos out with academic peer supports from school I think there is a lot that can be taken away from referencing them.  They can be included in a training session like the advisors use them for, or a link in a support manual or guide, but they do present the potential to help provide students who are supporting their peers with a greater knowledge base, kind of a greater tool belt of strategies if you will.  
And so if anybody has questions, I have had the chat invisible, haven't seen any questions on there, but I'm happy to answer any questions or if people have questions for Seb too maybe.  

There really haven't been any questions coming in, Megan.  You have been very thorough, and I think the videos a lot of time speak for themselves.  I'm sure people are dying to get off the call and look at the videos more closely.  

I am grateful for your time in creating the videos and working with me.  Everybody should know that Megan has been so diligent about making sure this presentation was informative and accessible to every one.  And the videos, she has put in a lot of time over the last week or so to get everything just right  
So we are grateful, Megan, thank you.  And Seb, thank you for being here today as well.  
If anyone does have any questions, please feel free to chime in or put something in the chat.  I'm sorry, you can't chime in, but put it in the chat and we can get it to Megan.  
Megan:  Or in the future too, if people have questions they can always e‑mail me or e‑mail think college.  
Absolutely.  I will put our general e‑mail address in the box here.  
You can ask questions there, and you can e‑mail me.  That is probably easier  
And like Megan said, the recording, the tech guide she mentioned, the transcript of the Webinar today will all be posted on our Website very soon.  
I also would like to ask people before they cut out to just take one last poll.  We have a Webinar, an evaluation which is a quick six questions that we would like to get your feedback on.  
So that in the future we can use this feedback to guide Webinar development and offerings.  So if you wouldn't mind taking a minute to take this evaluation, we would be really grateful.  
Megan, I am not seeing any other questions coming in.  

Yes, that was probably information over load, so I understand that.  
People are taking the evaluation  That is great  It really does help us a lot for a lot of reasons.  So if everybody doesn't mind taking the 30 seconds it would take to read and answer those questions, we would appreciate it.  

Megan, thank you again for your time today and Seb, thank you.  And Kate, thank you for being on the line and helping out with the chat box  I appreciate that.  
Our next ‑‑ we have two more Webinars this spring before we take a break over the summer.  In May it is about parent partnerships, helping to create more sustainable programs.  I don't remember the date off the top of my head.  In June it is another one on parents, taking parent feedback.  And they're a different scope, but you can check our Website to see what's next and to register for those Webinars.  

I think that is it.  Megan, thank you, Seb, thank you, I hope everybody has a great day today.  

Thank you.  


